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a dairy farm : une exploitation laitiÃ¨re ... animal abuse : la maltraitance des animaux fair trade ... animals and there is an need of these resources all over the. 
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Chapitre 6-A : Wildlife and resources Milestones : -29 April 1961 : creation of the WWF (World Wildlife Fund), a NGO dedicated to the protection of the environment -1971 : foundation of Greenpeace that fight against the main threats to biodiversity and environment -1977 : creation of the Sea Shepherd Conservation Society ( SSCS) a NGO that aims to preserve nature especially in the sea -Started in 2014, Bring Back the Bees, or #BringBacktheBees, is a hashtag activism campaign to raise awareness over the rapidly declining bee population -December 2018 : #LaffaireDuSiecle regroups numerous public personnalities and NGO to sue the French Government for not taking any concrete action regarding climatic degradation (go sign the petition at laffairedusiecle.net by the way) Vocabulary : wildlife : la faune et la flore a species : une espèce a fertilizer : un engrais a weed-killer : une herbicide a pesticide:un pesticide crop yield : rendement des cultures a dairy farm : une exploitation laitière factory farming : l'élevage industriel overproduction : la surproduction a shortage : une pénurie battery farming : l'élevage en batteries genetic engineering : les manipulations génétiques a breed : une race bioethics : la bioéthique a risk assesment test : un test de dangerosité to carry out an experiment : faire une expérience animal abuse : la maltraitance des animaux fair trade : commerce équitable a small-scale grower : un petit producteur to cut overpackaging : réduire les emballages to jeopardize : mettre en danger cattle : bétail offspring : la progéniture shale gas : gaz de schiste NGO : ONG



To what extent will the overexploitation of natural resources doom us all ? Deforestation is one of the numerous sectors concerning overexploitation of natural resources. Indeed in 20 years the surface of trees which have disappeared could be compared to four times the surface of Italy. This act jeopardizes the wildlife in these forests. The countries where this phenomenon is obvious are : - in Brazil the tropical forest of Amazonia is being cut down and burnt for cattle rearing and soybeans crops which use fertiliser and make the soil infertile. - in Central Africa for the trade of wood - in Indonesia for palm oil crops. … Some natural resources are threatened by the matter of overexploitation. Animals are classified as renewal resources because they can produce offspring to replace adult animals and there is an need of these resources all over the world for food or clothes. Overpopulation is the most significant threat that animals are facing. The world's population is increasing at a phenomenal rate. Endangered species are species hunted more than they can reproduce. There are also sea foods in these endangered species category. Overexploitation and pollution are wiping them out. Bigger fishing companies are going deeper into sea to catch fish in even larger quantities. In addition they are using a lot of fishing methods which are not sustainable destroying much more fish and sea creatures in the process. Some resources such as petrol are being replaced by the extraction of shale gas. However there are some potential environmental issues associated with the production of shale gas. Shale gas refers to nature gas that is trapped in shale formations. It is extracted by fracking (pumping water, sand and chemicals into the rocks) This resource raises many debates on whether or not shale gas should be exploited. In one hand, it constitutes a resource that could keep energy affordable and guarantee an economic prosperity. In the other hand sceptics claim that shale gas extraction is linked to water pollution a vital resource to all humans, animal and plants. Intensive farming is designed to optimize the yield of food’s production. This type of farm appeared after the industrialisation and to do so, farmers usually build enormous facilities and use a lot of inputs. Those inputs as fertilisers or pesticides can have an enormous impact on the environment. Moreover, those huge farms generally only raise one type of animal breed or one type of culture only which creates a huge decrease of biodiversity. Those types of structures need a lot of equipment, which are using a lot of energy so, intensive farming are much more polluting than others farms. So, this new way of production is going to doom us.
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The legal vocabulary also changed : Â«houses of correctionÂ» for Â«prisonsÂ» and especially. Â«undocumented aliensÂ» for Â«illegal immigrantsÂ», which no longer deal ...
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The Spanish government threatened Brexit because he considers Gibraltar as a part of. Spain, but it secured an agreement about this issue. * On the 25th of July ...
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exists, the fact that humanity has to act now is not questionable anymore. Three main scales of action can be distinguished. The larger and most important scale.
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moved from the East coast to the West, California because in 1896 a man ... light during the all year-thanks to the weather- to shoot films and a lot of sceneries.
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21 DON'T BEAT YOURSELVES UP ABOUT HOW MUCH TV YOUR KIDS WATCH .... Yet for the first time in a century, the decline has reversed. Across Western Europe, once-populous hamlets like NÃ¢ves are challenging policymakers to ... governments, the response o
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Apr 30, 2018 - The school shooting that took place in Parkland, Florida, earlier this year launched a new generation of gun control activists, inspired walkouts ...
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I have worked as a book cover designer, been the opening manager for ... no replies to many job applications I was forced for financial reasons to take this role.
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Sep 22, 2017 - ... partnership with business, to exclude slavery and forced labour from national ... It acknowledges the importance of better protection for groups that suffer ... threat to security and law enforcement cooperation across Europe, ...
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government's sole language. Nowadays, immigrants originate from the developing world of Asia and Latin America. MILESTONES. -Â« E Pluribus Unum Â» refers ...
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Nov 16, 2017 - often to the detriment of the hero. ... If that vision becomes reality, perhaps the most crucial question will be whether robots can be taught how to.
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Jun 10, 2017 - As with car accidents or cyber-attacks, perfect security is unattainable. But an ... Regulation that requires lots of staff to take down offensive posts will most hurt small startups ... it first, figure out the rules laterâ€�. However
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-Labour Party: Clement Attlee, Tony Blair, Gordon Brown. After Cromwell's revolution, there were two principal Parties: the Court Party (the Tory Party, supported ...
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had persuaded another to commit suicide. -â€�1935:Dr Harold Blazer charged with killing his daughter suffering from meningitis. -â€�1985: Karen Ann Quinlan died ...
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Roosevelt : -. New Deal plan to fight against the Great. Depression. -. Tennessee Valley Authorities (structure struggling against floods). -. Social Security System.
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May 12, 2017 - A recent admission that, despite his clear ... with the judgment of the Department of Justice that you are not able to effectively lead the bureau,â€�.
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Sep 3, 2016 - Now, though, those geologists' spiritual descendants may give humans an unexpected promotionâ€”to the status of geological movers and ...
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Aug 25, 2017 - Earlier this year, the government delayed a report on curbing FOBTs and limiting the spread of gambling ads on TV. With the department for ...
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of law. THE ECONOMIST, MAY 13 2017. DONALD TRUMP rules over ... attention to questions about his links to Russia and his contempt for the norms ... or individual trade deals have been systematically biased against America. ... Even if it produces a s
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Sep 19, 2016 - heard many times that altering one's life in any way due to terrorism is ... traveller, that he'd seen dozens of fights in bars, the street and on ...
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Fatal attraction : The link between pollution and heart disease. An experiment suggests pollutants build up in arterial plaques. THE ECONOMIST, MAY 13, 2017.
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France at Diem Bien Phu in 1954, the USA start to support the South. Vietnam in order to ... the Vietnam should become communist, many other countries will follow. Whereas J.F. ... signed in Paris in 1973 and all American were left. 57,000 US ...
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During the great famine (1845 to 1848) caused by a potato blight, one million Irish died and others emigrated (to other European countries or the US). In 1848 ...
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May 11, 2015 - networking websites, and Facebook in particular. ... that excessive use of online social networking websites like Facebook can not only be.
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Sep 10, 2017 - 10, 2017- Nothing to see here, say climate ... And the timing of them, combined with the historic awfulness of them, feels more sinister than.
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